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Abstract

An overview of recent work on the problem of turbulent boundary layers developing over surface roughness will be given. This
includes experimental laboratory studies, numerical simulations
and recent attempts at full-scale in-situ measurements on the
hull of an operating ship. The overarching aim here is to be
able to make full-scale predictions of the penalty (economic /
environmental / performance) resulting from surface roughness
on the hulls of operating ships. This roughness could be due
to the build-up of marine organisms on the hull of the ship or
due to the surface finish attained during the hull coating process. For a given surface topography of interest, a key element
to making these full-scale predictions is the ability to determine
the equivalent roughness height (which is a measure of the degree to which the surface topography affects the flow). Several
methods of estimating this roughness height will be discussed as
well as a methodology for using this to obtain full scale predictions. Finally, a direct method will be presented for inferring the
roughness penalty from an in-situ measurement of the boundary
layer over the hull of an operating ship. .
Introduction

Many practical wall-bounded flows will occur at high Reynolds
number. This is certainly true of aerospace and maritime applications, as well as meteorological and hydrological flows.
High Reynolds numbers ensure that these boundary layers are
predominantly turbulent and also raise questions about the dynamic smoothness of the solid boundaries. For any vehicle that
moves through a fluid, or indeed any situation where flow moves
over a solid boundary (i.e atmospheric boundary layers, or duct
flows) the optimal surface condition in terms of minimising skin
friction drag will almost always be a smooth finish. 1 The degree of smoothness required to meet this optimum condition
is determined by the operating conditions (the flow speed and
kinematic viscosity of the fluid), hence the commonly coined
phrase aero- or hydro-dynamically smooth. As a result of high
Reynolds numbers, the requirements for dynamic smoothness
become, in most cases, unrealistically stringent. As an example, for a ship cruising at 15 knots (7.7 ms−1 ), the maximum
permissable equivalent sand grain roughness [20] for hydrodynamic smoothness is approximately 20 µm (less that the diameter of a human hair). Surface imperfections above this level will
lead to a roughness modified turbulent boundary layer, with associated increases in wall drag and degradation in performance.
Such surface finishes are not possible for most maritime applications (with the exception perhaps of racing yachts), and even
the raw antifouling or foul-release coating on a new ship will
1 Only superhydrophobic surfaces [23] or riblet (shark-skin) type
textures [4] will give drag below smooth conditions.

often exceed this measure by a significant amount [25]. For
the atmospheric surface layer the maximum permissable height
is O(500 µm), which again is only very rarely achieved (perhaps over some salt playa deserts, or still water). Even for aircraft, where manufacturing tolerances are much tighter, the surface finish requirement for aerodynamic smoothness, which is
O(20µm), is questionable. Though aircraft manufacturers will
readily claim that this criteria is satisfied by the paint finish
[12], the roughness of the fuselage and aircraft is not composed
solely of painted smooth surfaces. Panel joints and rivet rows,
though typically bundled together under the umbrella term ‘excrescence drag’ by the aerospace engineering community, represent roughness elements. In addtion, leading edges, and areas
of the fuselage in proximity to the undercarriage will often become roughened by insect strikes and debris.
Hence, surface roughness is the norm in many practical wallbounded flows, leading to substantial increases in drag and associated penalties (performance, energy expenditure, emissions
and of course economic). Marine transport provides a sobering example of this penalty. The global shipping industry has
a large environmental and economic footprint. There are estimated to be over 90,000 ships operating worldwide, together
consuming approximately 5 - 7 million barrels of oil per day
(up to 8% of the worlds production) [8]. The oil that these ships
burn is mostly of a low grade (with a sulphur content that can
be thousands of times more than is permitted in diesel fuel).
The health impact of shipping pollution is difficult to quantify, but recent studies indicate approximately 60, 000 deaths per
year owing to shipping emissions with health-bills running into
$Billions [7]. Schultz [25] used laboratory data for antifouling
coatings in the fouled and un-fouled state [24] to estimate the
change in resistance and powering for a Naval frigate, finding
that heavy calcareous fouling (with roughness height of ∼10
mm or NSTM rating 90 - 100) could result in powering penalties of 86% at cruising speed. In a subsequent extension to this
work [26], the economic impact of more moderate hull fouling
to the US fleet of FFG-7 frigates was calculated at $1B over
15 years. When one considers that this calculation is for just
56 ships out of the 90,000 estimated to be operating worldwide
[8], one realises that the net economic and environmental impact of surface roughness via biofouling on the global shipping
industry is huge.
To make full-scale predictions of the performance impact of
surface roughness on a wall-bounded flow we must be able to
predict the increase in skin friction drag (or ‘resistance to motion’) due to a given surface roughness condition. The only true
method to estimate the drag is (i) establish the equivalent sandgrain roughness ks of the surface (ii) use this measure within an
integral formulation of the evolving turbulent boundary layers

which will then yield an average drag acting on the roughened
surface. This methodology is explained in detail in [18]. Part
(ii) of this problem is relatively well established, and follows an
integral approach originally proposed by Prandtl & Schlichting
[22] and later refined by [13, 14, 18]. The bottleneck in this
process is part (i); the determination of equivalent sand-grain
roughness. At the present time, there is no reliable methodology for determining ks directly from a surface scan of the wall
boundary under consideration (i.e the hull of a ship, fuselage of
an aircraft, surface topography of the earth etc). This problem
arises because the equivalent sandgrain roughness ks , though
expressed in meters, is not a directly measurable quantity of
the surface topology. Rather, it is a flow quantity characterising how much effect the surface roughness has on the turbulent
boundary layer, which can only be ascertained by exposing the
rough surface to a flow at several different speeds (or Reynolds
numbers). This often takes place in a laboratory facility, with
the rough surface often being replicated for laboratory study at
great cost. Other options for determining ks are discussed later
in this text. Towards the end of this paper, we describe a more
direct in-situ method that can in principle bypass step (i) to give
an immediate measure of the local drag coefficient on the hull
of an operating ship. This measure can then be incorporated
into step (ii) to obtain the full drag prediction for the entire hull.
It should be noted that the full-scale predictions typically require assumptions regarding the form of the mean velocity profile. The methods listed above [22, 13, 14, 18] all assume that
the viscous scaled mean velocity profile U + (z+ ) for the developing turbulent boundary layer over the rough wall, is similar to
that of the smooth wall but with an additional downwards shift
∆U + = f (ks+ ) known as the Hama roughness function. Here superscript ‘+’ denotes viscous scaling of velocity (U + = U/Uτ )
and distance (z+ = zUτ /ν), where Uτ is the wall drag velocity
(which consists of both visocus drag and pressure drag for a
rough wall), ν is the kinematic viscosity and x, y and z are the
streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal directions. This shifted
mean profile is often referred to as ‘outer layer similarity’ (after Townsend’s [32] original hypothesis). The concept of outer
layer similarity has important implications to our understanding
of the physics of rough-wall turbulent boundary layers. However, in terms of full-scale predictions, the most important ramification of outer layer similarity is that it permits full-scale drag
predictions via the assumed self-similar mean velocity profiles
- see for example [22, 13, 25, 14, 18]).
Current practice for predicting the penalty on ships

A quick survey of literature from the marine coatings industry
can give a feel for current practice in terms of predicting the
performance penalty due to a roughened hull. According to the
International Paints brochure, entitled, ‘Hull Roughness Penalty
Calculator’, the increase in skin friction drag due to a rough
surface, as compared to a baseline or starting condition can be
calculated from the following expression,
∆CF = 0.044
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where ∆CF is the increase in frictional coefficient, L is the
length of the vessel, k2 is the average hull roughness (AHR)
of the rough surface and k1 is the AHR of the starting or baseline condition from which the ∆CF is being calculated. Strictly
speaking we know that for a fully rough surface, the total average skin friction CF of a plate of length L, becomes constant for
constant k/L. However, the smooth wall average skin friction
resistance is a function of ReL (= U∞ L/ν, where U∞ is the vessel speed and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid - itself a

strong function of sea temperature). This is clear from the analysis of Graville [13], and more specifically from the analysis of
[18] (see figure 2a later in this paper). Hence the only way that
∆CF can be invariant with unit Reynolds number is if both k1
and k2 are in the fully rough regime. Otherwise, if k1 is considered to be the in smooth (k1 = 0) or transitionally rough regime
(k1+ < 70), the analysis of Granville and others [13, 18] reveals
that for constant k/L and constant plate length L, ∆CF must be
a function of k2 /L and unit Reynolds number U∞ /ν. Though
Townsin is cited by International Paints as the source of equation (1), Townsin himself was aware of the need to include a
Reynolds number term in such an expression [33].
Aside from issues of Reynolds number dependance, there are
also valid questions over the manner in which the roughness
height is incorporated into the drag prediction of equation
(1). The two roughness heights k2 and k1 are defined as the
average of a number of hull roughness readings of Rt50 , which
is the maximum peak to trough roughness height in any given
50mm length recorded by a hull roughness analyser or gauge.
However, the presence of k1 and k2 in equation (1) should provide a measure of the dynamic roughness. Detailed laboratory
work has confirmed that a wide range of surface properties
can contribute to the dynamic roughness height, including
for example solidity [15, 17], effective slope [19, 3], average
roughness height [1, 3], skewness [9] etc to name but a few.
The upshot of this is that a variety of surfaces with identical
peak-to-trough roughness heights could yield very different
dynamic effects on the flow, and hence very different drag
penalties in practice, and yet equation (1) cannot capture this
complexity (returning the same ∆CF for each). As an example
of this, Schultz shows that for a set of pyramid type roughness,
with identical peak-to-trough roughness height but varying
effective slope (or solidity), the roughness function ∆U + can
vary by over 50%, equivalent to a four-fold change in dynamic
equivalent roughness height. The limitations of equation (1)
can be judged from an example surface. The tubeworm surface
analysed in [18] was found (through a modified Granville type
analysis using a laboratory determined equivalent sandgrain
roughness ks ) to yield a 44% increase in total averaged skin
friction drag for an FPG-7 Frigate of length 124 m in cruise
(7.7 ms−1 ). Equation (1), with the measured AHR = 0.607 mm
(based on average peak-to-trough roughness height over 50
mm profiles for this surface), would yield a percentage increase
in total skin friction drag of 49%, which is very close to the
results of [18]. However, for the same ship at full-speed (15.4
ms−1 ), equation (1) predicts the same drag increment of 49%
(owing to the lack of Reynolds number dependence), where the
analysis of [18] suggests a percentage drag increment of 59%.
This shows the importance of unit Reynolds number in these
calculations.
Chugoku Marine Paints Ltd on the other hand, provide an alternative method of determining the increase in friction drag owing
to a particular hull roughness. They produce a measure known
as the Friction Increase Ratio (FIR), which gives the percentage increase in friction as a function of Rz (which is the average
peak-to-trough roughness height of the surface - similar to AHR
defined above) and RSm (which is the average roughness wavelength),


R2
∆CF
FIR(%) =
= 2.62 × z
(2)
CFs
RSm
Both Rz and RSm are expressed in microns and C fs is the smooth
wall skin friction coefficient. This expression appears immediately dubious dimensionally, since the constant must have units
(µ m −1 ). Additionally, we know that the percentage increase
in wall drag is a complex function of Reynolds number (again

see [18] or [13] or figure 2b). This is missing from equation
(2), which suggests that for a given surface roughness the percentage drag increase will be the same if the ship is moving at 1
ms−1 or at 15 ms−1 . This makes little sense, since it is well established that it is not the physical roughness height in microns
that determines how much effect the surface has on the flow, but
rather the roughness Reynolds number, which is missing from
this expression. On the plus side, equation (2) does implicitly
account for the effective slope or solidity of the surface profile, both of which have been shown to influence the wall drag
[15, 19, 27, 9, 3, 17] (the ratio R2z /RSm describes some measure of the steepness of the roughness profile). Again we might
judge the limitations of equation (2) from the tubeworms experiment of [18] using the prediction for the FPG-7 Frigate of
length 124 m in cruise (7.7 ms−1 ). The AHR for this surface
is 607 µm and the roughness length is RSm = 7 800 µm (approximately 8 mm - although RSm seems like a dubious surface
parameter for such a highly skewed or sparsely fouled surface).
Equation (2) returns a 123% increase in skin friction coefficient
for this surface, which is substantially larger than the 44% reported by [18], again this value would be entirely invariant with
unit Reynolds which is contrary to the known scaling behaviour.
Direct determination of ks+

As stated above, in the roughness and turbulent boundary layer
research communities 2 , a prior determination of the equivalent
sandgrain roughness ks is considered an essential first step to
predicting the full-scale drag penalty of an engineering system.
Contrary to the implicit assumptions in equations (1) and (2)
above, the dynamic effect of a given surface topography cannot
yet be confidently measured from simple surface scan information. Below we briefly review some of the methods available
to determine ks once the surface roughness of interest has been
scanned.
Experimental example

Experimentally, ks is typically determined by exposing the
rough surface to a flow and carefully measuring the friction drag
coefficient CF (or a surrogate for CF ). To obtain ks , this must
be repeated across a range of conditions until CF (at a given
x location) becomes invariant with variations in flow velocity,
at which point the flow/surface is referred to as being ‘fully
rough’. Experimentally, there are numerous potential procedures for achieving this. If a sample of the biofouling can be
obtained (or replicated) the drag, and hence ks can be measured
using tow-tank measurements, rotating disk experiments, or in
wind- (or water-) tunnel facilities or fully turbulent channel or
pipe facilities ([28] gives a comparison of these methods). Of
these latter techniques, pipe and channel facilities are attractive, since the wall drag can be determined with good accuracy from the pressure drop in the streamwise direction [10]
(although installation of the surface roughness can be difficult).
For developing turbulent boundary layers, determination of CF
is typically more troublesome requiring use of drag balances
[e.g. 16, 31], Reynolds shear stress measurements [e.g. 11, 34]
or estimation of CF from the shift in measured mean velocity
profiles [e.g. 18]. Surfaces under test are either grown on specially prepared coupons and transferred into the lab for testing
[35, 29] or the laboratory test surface can be replicated (through
casting, machining, rapid prototyping or combinations) from
surface scans [36, 18]. Advantages of replicated geometries
are that it is not necessary to introduce fouling into sensitive
experimental facilities and the surfaces can be scaled for testing at different conditions or in the case of biofouled surfaces,
tested using fluids other than seawater. However, the rigid repli2 although

perhaps less so in the biofouling, maritime communities

cated surfaces preclude the evaluation of soft fouling (which are
believed to move under realistic flow conditions, altering the effective roughness [30, 35]).
As an example of the experimental determination of ks from a
given scanned surface, in Figure 1 we give a brief overview of
a recent study by the authors [18]. A coupon of a light calcareous tube worm fouling was obtained (Figure 1a), and scanned
using a two axis traversing laser triangulation sensor (b). This
surface was subsequently scaled by a factor of 1.5, made periodic in the wall-parallel directions and replicated to form a tiled
test surface in a laboratory windtunnel (c). Detailed velocity
profiles measured in the turbulent boundary layer formed over
this surface permitted the Hama roughness function ∆U + and
hence the equivalent sandgrain roughness ks to be determined
(d). The experimentally determined function ∆U + (ks+ ) (shown
in figure 1e) permits a full-scale prediction of the performance
penalty due to this surface condition.
Computationally

Eventually, computational simulations may bypass the need
for costly experimental determination of ks . However, at the
present time such simulations remain expensive. In order to
accurately capture the effect of the roughness on the near-wall
viscous dominated turbulence, high fidelity simulations are required. This will require Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS)
or wall-resolved Large Eddy Simulations (LES), with body fitted meshes and relatively high Reynolds numbers. To attain
the ‘fully rough’ condition (needed to accurately determine ks ),
one would expect to require a viscous scaled equivalent sandgrain roughness (ks+ ) on the order of 70 -100. Additionally, it
is generally understood that δ/k (where δ is the boundary layer
thickness, channel half-height or pipe radius) should be greater
than 40 [15]. Together these requirements necessitate friction
Reynolds numbers Reτ = δUτ /ν > 4000. At minimum two simulations at Reynolds numbers beyond this limit would be required to confirm that the fully rough state had been attained,
and to estimate ks for the surface. When one factors the additional computational cost due to the body meshed rough surfaces, which typically require smaller time steps and more dense
grids than smooth surfaces, it is clear that these simulations are
beyond the currently available computational resources for most
applications. However, in the not-too-distant future computational capabilities will evolve to the point where these Reynolds
numbers are well within the capabilities of engineers working
on this problem. In recent years, there are increasing examples
in the literature where DNS has been used to investigate realistic
fouled surfaces [e.g. 2].
A promising step in this direction was recently suggested by
[5], who showed that truncated domain DNS (minimal channels) could be used to accurately predict the Hama roughness
function ∆U + of a given surface topology. It has been known
for some time that a truncated DNS domain, in the spanwise
direction, will constrain the turbulence, restricting the larger
scales of motion. This constraint alters the flow for z > 0.4Ly
(where Ly is the width of the minimal span channel). Chung et
al. [5] show that provided this domain is wide enough such that
the roughness topography is fully immersed in unconstrained
turbulence (provided Ly > k/0.4), the downward shift in the
mean velocity profile ∆U + will be accurately captured by
the minimal channel simulation. This is an interesting result,
opening the way for immediate DNS characterisation of certain
small-scale surfaces. As an example of the economies of this
technique, Chung et al. show that at Reτ = 950, a minimal
channel simulation can yield the same result for ∆U + as the full
channel simulation in a fraction (1/60th ) of the CPU hours, and
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wide such that it contains a statistically representative sample
of the surface, hence the advantage of the minimal channel
approach will diminish in cases where the roughness has a
large-scale characteristic spanwise wavelength, or in situations
where there is large-scale spanwise heterogeneity. However for
roughness which has a relatively small repeating scale in the
wall parallel dimension, such as topologies due to machining
/ manufacturing processes and painting or spraying, this
technique could be an attractive new method for characterising
ks and permitting full-scale drag predictions.

Correlations

The ultimate goal for roughness research would be to bypass
these costly experimental and numerical steps for obtaining ks ,
and instead formulate functions that enable a direct calculation of the equivalent sandgrain roughness given some easily
measured properties of the surface (such as root-mean-square
roughness height, effective slope, skewness etc). The database
of results for different rough surfaces has been steadily growing since Nikuradse’s pioneering sandgrain experiments, and
this growing compendium of results have aided the formulation of certain empirical relationships along these lines. Flack
& Schultz [9] give a comprehensive overview of these. Many
of these predictive methods work reasonably well for the surfaces on which they were formulated (e.g. painted surfaces,
cast or honed surfaces etc.). However, none seem to be applicable across the wide range of roughness geometries that can be
encountered in marine / aerospace / atmospheric flows.
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Figure 1: (a) Photograph of the fouled tube-worm coupon ; (b)
The laser surface scan, with the colour scale showing the elevation height of the surface topology; (c) replicated surface installed in wind-tunnel; (d) mean velocity profiles over the rough
surfa ce; (e) ∆U + as a function of ks+ .
with a number of grid points that is three orders of magnitude
less than the full domain simulation. There remain limitations
to this technique. The numerical domain must be sufficiently

Progress does seem to be being made in terms of identifying key
surface parameters that govern the influence of a given surface
topography on the flow (and hence the influence on ks ). Perhaps most revealing in this respect are studies where individual
roughness parameters have been systematically investigated, in
controlled experiments, with other parameters remaining fixed.
Examples here could be the systematic study of effective slope
in [19, 27, 3], or the related study of solidity in [17]. All studies
seem to convincingly demonstrate that some measure of solidity/effective slope and roughness height would be a bare minimum requirement for an effective correlation [3].The effect of
frontal and plan solidities have been investigated in a similarly
systematic fashion [21]. In the future, it is likely that DNS will
play a key role in these systematic studies, where it is relatively
straight forward to systematically vary a mathematically generated surface, and where the uncertainties in determining the wall
drag are often much lower than in experiments. Indeed Macdonald et al.’s [17] study of solidity used the minimal channel DNS
methodology discussed above, to study surfaces in the dense
(high solidity) regime. At present these systematic studies certainly do not cover the full range of parameters that have proven
to be of relevance. Studies have also suggested that skewness,
kurtosis and other roughness density measures are required parameters in formulating accurate correlations [9]. As a final
remark, the challenge to assimilating all of these previous attempts at correlation and systematic study is that many of these
surface parameters can be inter-related in non-trivial ways. This
is also exacerbated by a tendency for incomplete characterisation of the surfaces under test within existing literature. Despite
80 years of quite extensive research since Nikuradse’s seminal
study, it is probably fair to say that the compendium of adequately documented results is not as large as it could be. All
too often, surfaces have been characterised in terms of just one
or two key parameters, where in fact a more complete surface
scan information would have greatly enhanced the prospects of
meaningful comparison between studies and the eventual formulation of more effective correlations. The numerical and experimental sections above will give a feel for the expense and

4

effort involved in determining ks for a given surface. Given this
outlay, it would seem prudent for the community to ensure that
these results can also contribute to the development of improved
correlations, by ensuring that key surface parameters and preferably full surface scan data are made available.
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where Π is the wake strength and W is the wake function (a
function of z/δ; typically small for z/δ < 0.15 and equal to 1
for z = δ). The roughness function ∆U + could be any function
of ks+ , however for brevity here we will assume the fully rough
form,
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Substituting this expression into equation 3 and making
puse of
the relationship that when z+ = δ, U + = U∞ /Uτ = 2/CF ,
2
(where CF is the local skin friction
p coefficient = 2τw /ρU∞ and
Uτ is the wall drag velocity = τw /ρ) gives,
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For this equation, if B, κ and Π are assumed to be constants,
and if we know ks , the wake parameter W and the operating
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Based on an assumed mean velocity profile for a turbulent
boundary layer formed over a rough wall, and also the momentum integral equation, it is possible to predict the local skin friction coefficient CF as a function of distance along a flat plate.
This analysis has been outlined analytically in [22, 13], while
a numerical approach to the same problem was sought in [18].
the advantage of the numerical approach is that it is easy to
incorporate different wake functions, and also more complex
functions of ∆U + (ks+ ), whilst the analytical approaches have
the advantage that the resulting algebraic solutions can lay bare
the scaling parameters. We will here give a brief description
of the approach following the numerical scheme suggested in
[18]. The mean viscous scaled velocity profile U + (z+ ) for the
smooth wall boundary layer is typically considered to consist
of an inner region profile, a logarithmic region, and also a wake
profile [e.g. 6]. In the case of the rough wall boundary layer,
the entire profile is considered to be shifted downwards by the
Hama roughness function ∆U + . At high Reynolds numbers, the
inner part of the profile contributes insignificantly to the overall
drag on the flat plate, and therefore we could model the mean
profile as follows,

L = 10m

CF × 103

Predicting the drag on a roughened flat plate is considerably
more complicated than for an internal fully turbulent flow (pipe
or channel). In internal geometries, in the fully rough case,
the skin friction coefficient becomes constant for a given ks /D
(where D is the diameter of the pipe or half-height of the channel). Since D is invariant with length for a pipe or channel, this
condition is satisfied for a uniformly distributed roughness. For
the developing TBL case, it is easy to show algebraically that
the local skin friction coefficient only becomes constant when
ks /δ becomes constant. For the developing TBL the boundary
layer thickness δ will grow with distance x along the flat plate,
and hence for a uniformly distributed roughness, ks /δ will reduce with x, and hence CF will not be constant along the plate.
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Figure 2: (a) Predicted average skin friction coefficient curves
for a flat plate. The red curve shows the smooth case, blue and
black curves show lines of constant unit Reynolds number U∞ /ν
and lines of constant length respectively for the roughened tube
worms case of [18]. (b) percetage increase in CF relative to the
smooth case for the same rough surface. Gray shaded region
shows transitional roughness regime.
tionship between δ+ and CF . The numerical procedure outlined
in [18] effectively assumes a range of δ+ values from very low
O(100) to beyond the maximum we would expect on the system
under consideration O(1 × 106 ). For this range of δ+ values,
equation (5) will return a corresponding local skin friction coefficient CF . The assumed value of δ+ also uniquely defines the
mean velocity profile U + (z+ ) from equation 3 which can then
be used to calculate the Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness (Reθ = θU∞ /ν, where θ is the momentum thickness)
using the following relationship,
Reθ =

Z δ+
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U
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At this stage, for the guessed values of δ+ , the parameters CF
and Reθ are also known. However the x location along the flat

plate at which these δ+ values are attained is as yet unknown.
To solve this, we make use of the mean momentum integral
equation to assume that,
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Typically, we are most interested in the percentage or fractional
increase in CF due to a particular roughness, over and above the
smooth or some other baseline case. The above methodology
will also yield the smooth wall CF (x) if the Hama roughness
function is discarded from equations (3) and (5). Using this
methodology, for a given pre-characterised roughness (as detailed in the section above), we can produce a chart such as those
shown in figure 2 that can assist in making the full-scale predictions. The blue lines in figure 2 show lines of constant plate
length L, the black lines show lines of constant unit Reynolds
number U∞ /ν, which if we assume a constant kinematic viscosity ν = 8.97 × 10−7 m2 s−1 equates to the freestream velocities
indicated on the figures. Figure 2(a) shows CF as a function
of Rex . The grey shaded regions show the transitionally rough
regime. In this region, the results are specific to the measured
∆U + = f (ks+ ) curve as determined for the tube worms surface
by [18]. However in the fully rough regime, the blue horizontal lines in 2(a) would be universal for a given ks /L (the ks for
the tube worms surface is 325 µm). Beyond the grey shaded
region, the black lines are universal lines of constant ksU∞ /ν.
Figure 2(b) reformats the data from plot (a) as a percentage increase in average skin friction coefficient CF compared to the
smooth case, as given by
∆CF (Rex )% = 100 ×

b~

(7)

which when solved (numerically in the case of [18]) will yield
the associated x location for each assumed value of δ+ . This
procedure gives the local skin friction coefficient CF as a function of distance along the plate, from which the total integrated
skin friction for the plate CF can be easily calculated,
CF =

a~

(9)

where subscripts r and s refer to the rough and the smooth condition respectively. Note from this plot that for both lines of
constant U and lines of constant L, that ∆CF % is always a function of Reynolds number, hence highlighting the short-comings
in the simplified prediction methods given by equations (1) and
(2). Note also, that for a given roughness, if the flat plate were
long enough, the solution for CF would eventually collapse back
to the smooth case. This is clear from the curve for U∞ = 1
ms−1 , which for the given surface presented would collapse
to the smooth condition if Rex > 109 , which corresponds to a
length of approximately 1 km. This scenario is unlikely to be
relevant to any marine / aerospace applications. (for a cruising
speed beyond 1.9 ms−1 , the flat plate would need to be longer
that the circumference of the earth for ∆CF to be less than 1%).
Of more use, it is clear from figure 2(a) that for the fully rough
flow, the average skin friction coefficient becomes constant for
a fixed L (with varying unit Reynolds number). However, figure 2(b) shows that in this regime, the percentage change in CF
remains a strong function of Reynolds number, contrary to the
implications of equations (1) and (2).
Full-scale sea-trial

Given the difficulties and expense associated with making an
accurate drag prediction based on a given surface roughness

Figure 3: (a) The ship Dharma Kencana IX, kindly provided
by PT. Dharma Lautan Utama, entering dry dock at Cilegon,
Indonesia; (b) hole is cut in the hull for installation of optical access; (c) underwater photograph of installed window obtained during dive inspection; (d) The Dantec FlowExplorer
Laser Doppler Anemometer installed on the traverse in the enclosure between the hulls. The inside of the installed window is
also visible in this image.
observation, we here detail preliminary work that attempts to
make a direct prediction of the drag penalty of a ship due to
hull roughness, through in situ boundary layer measurements
over the hull of an operating ship. The assumption here is that
a measure of the velocity gradient in the logarithmic region of
the turbulent boundary layer, formed over the hull of an operating ship, should be sufficient to directly estimate the drag. This
assumption is based on the differentiated equation for the mean
viscous scaled velocity profile within the logarithmic region of
a turbulent boundary layer,
U+ =

1
log z+ + A − ∆U +
κ

(10)

from which (since A and ∆U + are not functions of z+ ) we get,
dU +
dz+
r
CF
U∞
2

=

1
κz+

=

κz

(11)

dU
dz

The wall-normal distance z for a rough wall is the distance from
the crest of the roughness zr plus ε (an offset to account for the
virtual origin). With sufficient measurements at known wallnormal locations within the log region, it is possible to determine Uτ and hence CF from a velocity profile obtained in the
logarithmic region. This will afford a direct measure of the local skin friction on the operating ship. The plan here is to use a
Dantex FlowExplorer Laser Doppler Anemometer, looking outwards through a small window installed in the bottom of the
hull of a ship. Our partners in this project, PT. Dharma Lautan
Utama (an Indonesian ship owner/operator) kindly granted permission for this window to be added to the RO/RO passenger
ferry Dharma Kencana IX during dry-docking. During annual
dry-docking and scheduled hull cleaning in Cilegon, Indonesia,
a window was installed on the underside of the hull, approximately 25 m downstream of the bow of the ship. A water-tight
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Figure 4: Tabulated surface parameters for the scanned ‘orange peel’ just-coated hull condition. Graph shows average skin friction
coefficient CF against Reynolds number Rex for the (black line) smooth surface and (solid red line) the tubeworm surface with the
experimentally determined ks = 325 µm from [18]; (red-dashed curve) shows the tube-worms predicted CF based on the measured
surface parameters and the correlation of [3]; (blue curve) shows the predicted CF for the just-painted surface finish on the Dharma
Kencana IX based on measured surface parameters and the correlation of [3]. Symbols show operating points for a very large crude
carrier for (⋆) smooth and (⋆) ‘just-coated’ conditions.

enclosure was welded in position between the double hull to
house the measurement equipment, consisting of the LDA and
computer controlled traversing rail. This enclosure ensures the
integrity of the ship in the unlikely event of a window failure.
The LDA measurement will be complemented with regular dive
inspections and underwater surface scanning (using an image
based tomographic reconstruction technique). It is planned that
the resulting scanned surfaces will be scaled and replicated for
wind tunnel testing following the technique outlined above and
in [18]. These laboratory measurements will provide validation
of the LDA gradient-based technique for in-situ direct determination of the local skin friction coefficient.
During dry docking, surface impressions were made of the
freshly coated ship to provide a baseline record of the surface,
prior to the expected build-up of bio-fouling during operation.
This surface imprint has been scanned using a two-axis traversing laser triangulation sensor in the laboratory at the University of Melbourne. The resulting scanned topology is shown in
the inset of Figure 4. The surface finish is highly dependant
on the degree of hull preparation prior to re-coating, (which
in this instance was sweep blasted to remove previous fouling, rather than fully cleaned back to bare metal), and also
the spraying process itself. The resulting ‘orange peel’ type
surface finish had an average roughness height ka = 35 µ m,
with effective slope ESx = 0.087. Full parameters are tabulated in figure 4. As discussed previously in this paper, there
currently lacks a reliable methodology to enable ks to be directly predicted from surface scan information. Ultimately we
will conduct detailed laboratory turbulent boundary layer measurements over the scaled and replicated ‘orange peel’ surface
to determine the drag penalty (following the methodology of
[18]). However, in the interim, a preliminary estimation of the
drag penalty due to this surface can be estimated from the correlation suggested by [3], who demonstrated that a formulation based on ka+ and ESx could be effective at predicting the
roughness function ∆U + for a wide range of surfaces. This cor-

relation yields results for the tube worm surface of [18] that
are in close agreement to the experimentally determined values.
The red curve of figure 4 shows the predicted CF (Rex ) for tube
worms surface using the experimentally determined ∆U + (ks+ )
(from [18]). The red dashed line shows the prediction using the
correlation ∆U + (ka+ , ESx ) from [3] demonstrating very good
agreement. Based on this, the same correlation is used to predict CF (Rex ) for the observed ‘orange peel’ baseline surface
(shown by the blue curve). The star symbols indicate the operating point for the VLCC discussed in [18], indicating that
for this type of large bulk carrier the base-line (fresh from dry
dock) surface finish could already produce a 20% drag penalty
compared to the ideal dynamically smooth case.
Conclusions

The case of a turbulent boundary layer developing over a rough
surface is discussed. Particular attention is given to how fullscale predictions of the drag penalty can be obtained in such
scenarios (including a review of current practise in the maritime industry). Determining the dynamic roughness height is
the bottle-neck in the process of obtaining accurate predictions,
and several methods to achieve this are discussed. Finally, a
novel experiment is introduced, that should enable direct in situ
measurement of the local drag coefficient on the hull of an operating ship. Initial results from this study indicate that the ‘justcoated’ baseline hull condition, in the absence of any fouling,
may already represent a substantial drag penalty over the dynamically smooth ideal.
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